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Observations, Data and Analysis The data comes from xts package The data consists of opening and closing prices of US stock indices from Jan 1997 to Dec 2014 and the aim is to predict the closing prices of the indices based on the opening prices of the
day. In order to achieve this prediction, I have used some machine learning techniques that are listed in the above paragraph. The problem with using xts is that I cannot see the time values of the columns. Also, the range of columns are different. This is an

example of the data that I have. Here are some parts of the above data: #IN[1] "Date" "Open" "High" "Low" "Close" "Volume" #IN[3] "Adj.Close" "Adj.High" "Adj.Low" #IN[5] "Adjusted Close" "Adjusted High" "Adjusted Low" #IN[7] "Adj Close" "Adj High" "Adj Low"
"Adj Close:" "Adj High" "Adj Low:" "Adj Close" "Volume:" "Adj Close:" "Adj High" "Volume:" "Adj Low" "Time:" "Date" "Open" "Close" "Volume" And this is an example of the code: library(xts) library(kernlab) # xts from Jan 1997 to Dec 2014 #data("somd")[,1:7]

And, I have performed this operation to find out the structure of the data. sum(sapply(somd,function(x) str(x))) And, the output is: This means that somd has the structure of a xts object. somd y.lm
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Machined fittings, pages 37-61. Threaded and socket weld fittings for 16 and 20 bar EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 8-12 (previously EEMUA 146/2-146/6). 25 bar socket weld threaded fittings EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 13-16 (previously EEMUA 146/2-146/6). 32 bar threaded socket weld fittings EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 17-20. 40 bar socket weld threaded fittings
EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 21-24. Threaded and socket weld fittings for 50 and 63 bar EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 25-34. Threaded and socket weld fittings for 63 and 80 bar EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 35-41. 100 bar socket weld threaded fittings EEMUA 234:2015 chapters 42â€“50. fffad4f19a
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